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Abstract
Electrochemical Machining with closed electrolytic free jet (Jet-ECM) is an innovative
technology for the generation of micro structured surfaces and complex threedimensional micro geometries [1, 2]. Jet-ECM is specified by high current densities
with a high local material removal, high localization of erosion and high surface
quality [2, 3]. In this study, the influence of electrical voltage and working gap on the
erosion process is presented. For performing systematic experiments, a new
generator was implemented in the existing Jet-EC prototype system. The current
densities were evaluated for different values of voltage and gap. In addition, the
machining results like widths, depths and surface qualities of the generated
geometries were analyzed and compared.
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Introduction

The principle of all applications of Electrochemical Machining (ECM) is an anodic
dissolution of metallic work pieces at their interface to a liquid ion conductor under
the influence of electric charge transport [3]. A special feature of Jet-ECM is the
supply of electric current, between anodic work piece and cathodic tool, by an
electrolyte jet, ejected from a small nozzle, like shown in figure 1. Due to this
arrangement, the electric current is restricted to a limited area by the jet [1, 2]. High

current densities with a high degree of local removal, high localization of erosion
and high surface qualities are achieved [2, 3].

Figure 1: Scheme of Jet-ECM

The influence of the electric potential on the machining results is currently
investigated at the Chair Micromanufacturing Technology at Chemnitz UT and at
the Department of Precision and Micromanufacturing at Fraunhofer-IWU. For this
purpose, several experiments were performed whose results are presented in this
study.
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Experimental Equipment

For performing experiments, a modular prototype facility was used, developed in
cooperation between Chemnitz UT and Fraunhofer-IWU. In the first steps, the
previously used power supply was replaced by a more powerful ones. The complete
system is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Jet-ECM prototype system

The new power supply type Agilent N5771A enables DC voltages up to 300 V and
currents up to 5 A. To implement the power supply a new measurement circuit was
designed and realized, since the existing electronic devices were not sufficiently
dimensioned. Subsequently the software program for controlling and regulating the
Jet-ECM process was modified.
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Design of Experiments

At low working distances, voltage flashovers can occur between tool and work
piece. Consequences are damages to the nozzle and the work piece surface.
Therefore, preliminary studies were conducted to specify the breakdown voltages
Ub at different working distances s with sodium nitrate as the electrolyte. Figure 3
shows the determined breakdown voltages as a function of the working distances.
160
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Figure 3: Breakdown voltages Ub as function of the working distance s

After evaluating the measurement results, a safety against breakdown of 30 % was
defined and the maximum working voltage could be derived.
Based on the preliminary examinations the experimental design for manufacturing
of cavities was specified, considering the maximum admissible voltage, for various
working distances. The experimental parameters are listed in table 1.
To analyze the geometric dimensions and the surface quality, different
measurement technologies were applied. The geometry parameters of the cavities
were determined by help of an optical measuring microscope type Nikon MM-400.
To analyze the surface parameters a confocal measuring microscope from Walther
UHL company was applied. The surface parameters Ra and Rz were ascertained

according to DIN EN ISO 4287. For a qualitative analysis of the machined
geometries a scanning electron microscope (SEM) of Zeiss company was used.
Table 1: Experimental parameters
Symbol

c

Parameter

Value

Electrolyte

Sodium Nitrate

Work piece material

Stainless steel 1.4541

Mass friction sodium nitrate

30 %

d

Nozzle inner diameter

100 µm

dV/dt

Pump delivery rate

10 ml/min

a

Working distance

10 µm - 100 µm

Uq

Electrical voltage

5 V - 100 V

v

Nozzle motion speed

500 µm/s

z

Number of nozzle movements

1
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Experimental Results

4.1 Geometric Dimensions
Using an optical measuring microscope the cavity widths and depths were
measured at three positions and the mean values were calculated. Figure 4 shows
the cavity widths w depending on the machining voltage Uq and the working
distance s. The largest widths were ascertained with small working distances.

Figure 4: Cavity width w as function of voltage Uq and working distance s

Especially machining with working distances less than 20 µm and voltages below
20 V generates cavities with widths of about 2.5 times of the nozzle diameter. The
reason is that no closed free jet can be formed at too low working distances. The
front area of the nozzle is completely enclosed by the electrolyte, so that the high
localization of the electrochemical removal can not be realized. The consequence of
these effect can be seen in figure 5.

(a) Uq = 15 V and s = 10 µm

(b) Uq = 50 V and s = 100 µm

Figure 5: SEM images of cavities machined with various voltages and working distances

The figure shows SEM images of two cavities, which were fabricated with different
working distances and voltages. Due to the poor localization at working distances
below 20 µm, only very wide and imprecise cavities are generated, as seen in figure
5 (a). The SEM image in figure 5 (b) shows a uniform formation of the geometry. It
demonstrates the high precision of Jet-ECM, under the condition of sufficient
working distances.
The realized cavity depths h for the selected ranges of voltage Uq and working
distance s are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: Cavity depth h as function of voltage Uq and working distance s

Using the selected process parameters a minimum cavity depth of 0.5 µm at a
voltage of 5 V and a working distance of 100 µm could be realized. The maximum
depth amounts to approximately 43 µm with a voltage of 35 V and a working
distance of 10 µm. The diagram in figure 6 demonstrates that an increase of the
working distance leads to smaller achievable depths. Reason is a rise of the
process resistance with increasing distance between nozzle and work piece. The
diagram also shows that higher voltages result in deeper cavities.

4.2 Current density
From the quotient of electric current and the cross-sectional area of the nozzle the
mean current densities J for the machining processes were ascertained [4].
Selected examples are shown in figure 7.

(a) Dependence on distance at Uq = 35 V

(b) Dependence on voltage at s = 100 µm

Figure 7: Characteristic curves of current density J

Figure 7 (a) presents the current density depending on the working distance. The
voltage was constant at 35 V. It is evident that the current density decreases with
increasing the distance. The realized current density amounts from 2100 A/cm² to
400 A/cm². In figure 7 (b) the current density as a function of voltage is shown at a
constant working distance of 100 µm. Increasing the voltage leads to a rise in
current density. The maximum current density of about 1500 A/cm² was obtained
with a maximum voltage of 100 V.

4.3 Surface Quality
The roughness parameter Rz were measured over a length of 370 µm within the
cavity using a confocal microscope. Figure 8 shows selcted examples of the
parameter Rz as function of the current density.

(a) Uq = 5 V

(b) s = 30 µm

Figure 8: Roughness parameter Rz as function of the current density

The figure shows that the highest roughness of Rz = 0.57 μm occurs at the lowest
current density of 23.5 A/cm². In the course over the average electrical current
density a clear trend of decreasing roughness with increasing current density can
be derived.
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Summary

In the present work, the influence of the electric potential on the electrochemical
machining with closed electrolytic free jet was investigated. Therefore micro cavities
were fabricated with varying electrical voltage and working distance. Measurements
of the cavities afforded information about the realized geometries and surface
qualities for the selected experimental parameters.
The widths and the depths of the cavities increase with rising voltage and
decreasing working distance. The investigations also revealed that at working
distances below 20 µm no closed free jet can be formed. This impairs the
localization of the erosion with negative effects on the precision.
An influence of the electric current density on the surface quality of the cavities
could be detected. Increasing current density causes decreasing roughness.
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